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CR10 A customer shall be able to place an order through their engaged menu if it is pending and not empty.
An Alert belongs to exactly one Tablet. Authorize restricted waiter activities. This project seeks to introduce
associated with current restaurant management practices. The orders will also be grouped base on their items
for easy preparation. CR16 When in billing mode, a surface computer shall display a representation of a
bankcard payment for each customer. The system has criticality insofar as it is a live system. The third
subsystem is a General Management Services and Automated Tasks System which generates reports to audit
all hotel operations and allows modification of subsystem information. The system shall accept reservations
for the restaurant and room service. The system must be reliable enough to run crash and glitch free more or
less indefinitely, or facilitate error recovery strong enough such that glitches are never revealed to its
end-users. The system shall display the amount owed by the customer. This layer provides a set of interfaces
to the Business Layer for accessing its functionalities. The system shall display room revenue for a specified
period of time days. All mobile application users can use the application to modify personal information. They
are very easy to adapt to and use. It maintains a category e. Since the application fetches and modifies data
from the database over the LANA, it is crucial that there is a stable LANA connection for the application to
function. This section does not state specific requirements. It is part of a single Meal and maintains
information about whether it has been placed or approved. Table This class represents a physical table at
which a customer may be seated and its integrated surface computer. Enter food information: Name,
moneyâ€¦. When a person enters the restaurant the host will greet the customer and log in to see the tables that
are free. The DBMS must be able to provide, on request and with low latency, data concerning the restaurant's
menu, employees and their passwords and available dietary requirements. Input is provided by fingertips, as
opposed to a stylus 2. To conclude the section, an apportioning of requirements has been outlined. Without
automation the management of the hotel has become an unwieldy task. Reliability The system is guaranteed to
be reliable. Both the web portal and the mobile application will be constrained by the capacity of the database.
This class of user would be expected to have at least completed high-school education or equivalent. GR4 A
display shall provide a chef with all chef system functionality. Page 10 of 13 Hotel Management System
Software Requirements Specifications Nonfunctional Requirements Functional requirements define the needs
in terms of performance, logical database requirements, design constraints, standards compliance, reliability,
availability, security, maintainability, and portability. The functional requirements have been specified using a
natural language description using UML Analysis Models. The customers information database will contain
all the information of the customer such as first name, last name, number of occupants, assigned room, default
room rate may be changed , phone number, whether or not the room is guaranteed, credit card number,
confirmation number, automatic cancellation date, expected check in date and time, actual check in date and
time, expected check out date and time, amount owed by customer, and abbreviated customer feedback.


